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Neil Armstrong, who threw up some dust with the toe of
his boot, but a future Apollo mission is to bring back a core
of moon material several feet deep.

Although an orbiting scientific station has been promised
for 1972, no date has been fixed for a proposed "lunar
international laboratory " on the moon's surface, on which a
working party of the International Academy of Astronautics
has been at work since 1966. This is to be a research station
for astronomical and geological (strictly " selenological ")
research as well as for many kinds of fundamental research
into physics and physical chemistry which can be done only
in a vacuum.

Finally, the very strict anti-contamination precautions, both
for the astronauts and for the moon samples, will still be in
action when these words are published, so believers in life
on the moon have still a few days of hope remaining to them.

How to Kill Moon Germs
The admiration which must have been felt throughout the
world at the United States's achievement in placing men on
the moon and bringing them back to earth will not have been
diminished by the somewhat theatrical precautions taken on
their return. We are told that the temperature on the moon
varies from day to night between intolerable heat and extreme
cold. It is certain that there is no atmosphere and thus
neither oxygen nor carbon dioxide, on the presence of which
all animal and plant life as we know them depend. There
is also no water, unless it is well beneath the surface, and this
again is necessary to all life as we know it. It was neverthe-
less considered necessary to defend the inhabitants of this
planet from the depredations of micro-organisms brought
back from the moon. Stringent as these precautions were, it
is far from certain that they will prove to have succeeded if
in fact any germs accompanied the astronauts on their return
flight.

It seemed from one television picture that actual fragments
of the moon surface were to be submitted to high-energy
irradiation before being distributed for analysis, but contami-
nation of the persons of the astronauts themselves cannot
have been entirely eliminated by anything that was done. The
total exclusion of micro-organisms from the immediate
environment of a human being is an almost impossible task,
and it would be interesting to know what tests are to be
applied during the long period of quarantine to verify that
it has succeeded.
On the assumption that such contamination occurred, and

without any knowledge of the properties of the micro-
organisms concerned (in particular, their resistance to physical
and chemical agents), what methods should be chosen to
destroy them ? So far as the persons of the astronauts are
concerned, and the special clothing in which they and their
attendants were enveloped, only a superficial chemical method
was applicable. The commentators during the televised
splash-down on 24 July named three of the solutions actually
used. Each of these was evidently chosen because it is
capable, at least under certain conditions, of destroying the
most resistant form of microbic life known-namely, bacterial
spores. Among the conditions governing their use are the
concentration employed and the duration of contact, and
naturally neither of these was specified, but it may be doubted
whether the period of contact, which for sporicidal effect

should certainly be not less than 30 minutes and preferably
much longer, was adequate. The solutions referred to were,
firstly, sodium hypochlorite; secondly, in connexion with the
mutual spraying which took place in the recovery raft,
betadine iodine; and finally glutaraldehyde. Betadine iodine
is an " iodophor," a solution of iodine in a detergent which
is non-staining and better tolerated by the skin than watery
or alcoholic solutions of iodine but decidedly inferior to them
in germicidal efficiency. It may be questioned whether this
rather bland preparation of one of the halogens was a good
choice for its purpose. Glutaraldehyde is chemically related
to formaldehyde and germicidally rather more active, though
also requiring time to exert its full effect. What these
reagents may do to hypothetical forms of microbic life must
remain conjectural, but their capacity to ensure complete
sterility under the probable conditions of their use is equally
so, and it may be fortunate that this was a superfluous
precaution.

It is in any case highly improbable that microbic life
brought from an uninhabited planet could cause disease in
man, though its establishment on earth might possibly have
other effects. Television commentators with time to fill both
before and after the splash-down instanced the ravages of
measles virus in Negro races encountering it for the first time,
but that is a false analogy. This virus was already well
adapted to parasitic existence in man, or it could not have
attacked non-immune people with such vigour. We have no
grounds for believing that pathogenicity is a character which
can be suddenly acquired or manifested at the first oppor-
tunity. Of course Mars, if it proves to be inhabited by
creatures anything like ourselves, will be a different matter.

Sympathetic Nervous
Overactivity in Tetanus

The best known and understood clinical features of tetanus
are the rigidity of skeletal muscle and the progressively more
severe and prolonged attacks of spasm, which may lead to
death from asphyxia. Treatment of tetanic rigidity with
curare was suggested as long ago as 1811 by Benjamin Brodie,
but it was only when long-coutinued intermittent positive
pressure ventilation became practicable that the modem
treatment by neuromuscular blockade was developed.' Since
the neurotoxin of Clostridium tetani is thought to be specific
for the somatic motor system one might expect that treatment
with curare, which blocks transmission of excitation at a distal
site (the motor end plate), would be the only treatment neces-
sary in severe tetanus. Many patients have continued to die
unexpectedly, however, and the present death rate for severe
tetanus is between 10% and 40%.

Last year J. H. Kerr and his colleagues2 analysed the
reasons for death in a number of patients who were treated
in the United Oxford Hospitals. In almost all the severe
cases studied tracheostomy and intermittent positive pressure
ventilation were used. In addition most patients were given
barbiturates and often phenothiazines and other tranquillizing
drugs as well as antibiotics and antitetanus serum. Post-
mortem examinations disclosed a number of causes of death
which could reasonably have been expected in such patients,
such as bronchopneumonia; but in 4 of the 18 who died no
clear cause of death was found. Review of the clizikalcourse
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